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INTRODUCTION

The overall purpose and objectives of this publication are to present 
practical, straight forward techniques and decision making tools for the 
efficient financial management of the small to medium size sawmill operation.

Most sawmill managers possess all the skills to maintain an efficient 
operation. It is only from the lack of exposure to certain concepts and the 

lack of proper tools upon which to base sound business decisions, that cause 
many smaller firms to perform in a less than satisfactory manner, when 
competing in a highly competitive business.

Emphasis has been placed on the internal uses of financial and operational 
information, and therefore the methodology strays from conventional accounting 
procedures. A case study has been used throughout to augment the discussion. 
Hence, the manager can easily follow the establishment, application, and use 
of the guidelines as they pertain to his operation.

The system approach to financial management as outlined is conceptually 

simple, has wide and varied uses, and is inexpensive to implement. More 
importantly, however, it will give the samwill manager the practical tools to 
ultimately reduce costs and therefore increase profits.

Abbreviations Used
b.f. - board foot

Mbf - 1000 board feet

How to Establish the Cost of Operating

The majority of sawmills (big or small) maintain some type of filing 
system which includes records on the costs and revenues of the mill 
operation. These records are all that is required to establish the system.

The initial step is to separate the cost records into their two main 
components; fixed costs and variable costs.

cu.ft. - cubic foot 
3m - cubic metre
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Fixed costs are those costs that remain constant, no matter what amount of 

lumber is produced or the length of time taken to produce the lumber. Some 
examples of fixed costs include: insurance; taxes; depreciation on equipment 
and buildings; mortgage; salaried labour; and other similar costs.

Variable costs are those costs that directly vary with the level of 
production and the length of time the sawmill is in operation. That is, these 
costs would not exist if the mill did not operate at all. Some examples are 
logs costs, maintenance costs, production labour, electricity and fuel.

Determining the values for these two cost categories is initially required 
to form the basis for later comparison of future expected costs and production 
relationships.

The example below is the initial cost breakdown for the case study and 
illustrates the cost establishment. For our purposes the costs represent the 
most recent six month period of operation. As will be pointed out later, this 
is a good time period for initially determining the costs of running the 
operation.

Extablishing Costs and their Respective Categories 
MAPLE VALLEY LUMBER, INC.

(for period Jan. 1 - June 30, 19XX)

FIXED COSTS:
Insurance $ 9,500
Taxes 18,900
Depreciation on building and equipment 14,365
Licences and fees 300
Utilities (phone, heat) 1,200
Mortgage 8,000
Salaried labour 31,000
Miscellaneous administrative 3r000
Total Fixed Cost for Period $86,265
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Logs processed $375,000
375,000

Log & lumber transportation 41,000
Maintenance and Repair 4,200
Production labour (including fringe benefits) 61,800
Utilities (electricity, fuel) 7,iqq

$114,100
Total Variable Cost for Period $489,100

SUMMARY FOR SIX MONTH PERIOD;

Number of operating shifts in period 
Scheduled shift length 120 shift 

9 hrs.
Fixed cost per shift ($86,265 -r 120)
Variable cost per shift (114,100 * 120) excluding logs 
Variable cost per shift (375,000 * 120) for logs

$ 718.88
$ 950.83
$3,125.00

Average fixed cost/min. ($718.88 -r 540 min./shift) $ 1.33 
Average variable cost/inin. ($950. 83 ■* 540 min./shiftExcluding logs $ 1.76 
Average variable cost/min. ($3,125 -r 540 min./shift) for logs $ 5.79

Note that log cost has been delt with as an independent variable cost.

Log cost for this and the typical mill represents the most costly input for 
the production of lumber, as such it deserves special attention and 
consideration. Continued accurate maintenance of the cost breakdown is of the 
utmost importance, especially when the information will be used to aid the 
decision making process. The predicted outcome of the decision will only be 
as good as the information it was initially based on.

Accurate Determination of the Mill's Physical Production Variables

Although it is initially important to know the cost associated with the 

business, it is equally important to know the physical production parameters 
of the operation. In turn, allowing the decision maker to determine the 
relationship between cost of production and production itself. The following 
described method can be used to continually and accurately determine the 
physical production capabilities of the operation.
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Log Inventory and Per Shift Input

The mill scaler establishes the practice of tagging the paid-for log 
volume with a plastic tag encoded with a number on the end of each log in the 
yard. The scaler then records each numbered log's small-end diameter, length, 
volume and species. This is valuable information for log inventory control 
and for matching the available log supply to future product markets or new 
file orders.

As each of these tagged logs enters the mill the debarker operator removes 
the tag and deposits it in a can. Immediately following the shift, the tags 
are matched to the scaler's inventory ledger and are eliminated from the 
inventory. The shift logs are then summed down their appropriate columns to 
yield the shift's log through put, average diameter processed, average volume 

per log, and total log volume processed. These calculations should be made on 
a paper print out type calculator to reduce errors.

Lumber Inventory and Per Shift Output

For a mill to respond promptly and satisfactorily to a customer order it 
must know exactly what is on hand in inventory, and if the amount on hand is 
not sufficient to fill the order, how long it will require to produce the 
remainder of the order file.

Hardwood and softwood mills grade and tally lumber quite differently.
Often hardwood mills tally and grade lumber as it approaches the green chain 
infeed and therefore, already have an accurate measure of the shifts 
production. On the other hand, softwood mills tally and grade lumber after it 
has come out of the planer mill which may or may not be a continuous part of 
the sawmill production process. Therefore, getting an accurate measure of 
sawmill output can pose a problem for softwood mills or hardwood mills not 

tallying and grading lumber at the green chain. A simple method of
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measurement involves a continual piece count to be performed by mill 

production personnel during the course of the shift. Specifically, each 
shift's production is recorded by forklift removals from the green chain at 

shifts end. To illustrate, as each lumber bundle is removed from the green 
chain, the forklift operator records the bundles' contents by indicating the 
product type, its length, and the number of pieces in the bundle. At the end 
of each shift, the green chain personnel make similar product piece counts of 
the partial bundles remaining to the side of the green chain. The sum of the
volume of these two counts minus the beginning inventory at the green chain,
i.e., the last shift's ending inventory, will yield the shift's production.
An example calculation for a softwood mill is as follows: 

June 1st shift production calculation

Ending inventory at green chain 
+ Forklift removals during shift 
- Beginning inventory at green chain 
Total shift production June 1st

Nominal
Volume
79,980 b.f. 
62,400 b.f. 
82,380 b.f. 
60,000 b.f.

Although the log input/lumber output determination sounds cumbersome, it 
really is quite within the means of every mill. The time required to record 
this information is minimal, and should become part of the production process; 
thereby cutting down on the demands placed on management by the monitoring 
system. Such an information gathering system will also give production 
personnel more responsibility and new meaning to their work. Management 

should not be surprised if the production personnel come up with a better 

method for determining shift output given each mill's specific production 

methododology; management should also foster and welcome such suggestions.

For the Maple Valley hardwood mill the average production parameters over 
a month of shift monitoring (20 shifts) was as follows:
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Summary - Factors of Production
Log input 20 shifts Average/shift
Species Hard Maple
Operating time 10,800 minutes 540 minutes
Number of logs processed 6,140 307
Average diameter per log (inches) - 11.4"
Average volume per log (cu.ft.) - 10.62 cu.ft.
Average volume per log m3 - .278
Log volume processed cu.ft. 65,217 3,260.86
Log volume processed m3 92.3

(1) (2) (3) (4)
20 Shifts Average/Shift Lumber Value Lumber Value

Lumber Tally Nominal Lumber 
Volume (b.f.)

Nominal Lumber 
Volume (b.f.) 

(1) + 20
$/Mbf by Product 

($)
(1) X (3)

4/4 Select & Better 26,240 1312 375 9,840
No. 1 Common 45,000 2250 320 14,400
No. 2 Common 33,760 1688 220 7,427
No. 3 Common 45,000 2250 190 8,550

8/4 Select & Better 18,760 938 550 10,318
No. 1 Common 30,000 1500 460 13,800
No. 2 Common 41,240 2062 250 10,310
No. 3 Common 52,500 2625 210 11,025

Other: Timbers 45,000 2250 215 9,675
Ties 37f500 1875 320 12,000

Total Production 375,000 18750 107,345

Average log processing rat-e = No. Of logs = 307 .569 logs/toinute
per shift shift length 540 min.

Average log processing rate = shift volume (b.f.) = 18,750 _ c;, 7 c; h.f./ru.^t.
per shift log volume (cu.ft.) 3260.86

Average lumber value/Mbf = $107,345 - $286/Mbf
375 Mbf

Having established the costs of operating and the physical production 
variables applicable to the mill, it is now possible to determine acceptable 
ranges of fluctuation for each category. Fluctuations are to be expected as 
to lumber yield, productivity, sawing cost and log cost. When any of these 
factors of production reach a certain level or dip to a certain point, it is
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time to investigate the reason behind the problem, as soon as possible. An 
internal standard cost control system is an excellent tool for monitoring the 
cost and production fluctuations of an operation. The mill's cost structure 
is an important consideration in determining which costs to control, i.e., the 
proportion that each cost segment adds to the total production cost of the 
product. For the sawmill industry as a whole, fixed cost, log costs and 
production labour costs annually contribute the greatest to the total cost of 
production. The internal cost control system that follows concentrates on 
these three cost areas specifically, as they relate to the production 

process. The intent here is to arm the mill manager with a tool to identify 
and analyse problems in the mill; instead of having him wondering and 
searching the mill floor for the cause of inefficiencies.

What are Standard Costs?

Standard costs are those costs which should be incurred under efficient 
and effective operations. Thus, standard costs do not necessarily reflect 
costs which actually do occur in a particular time period; rather standard 
costs are regarded as cost guidelines, or bench marks for the input factors of 

physicl production and the related outputs resulting from the processing of 
these inputs. The types of standard in general use fall into three basic 
categories:

. standards based on historical performance;

. standards based on ideal performance; and;

. standards based on attainable performance.

Naturally, any standard based on historical or past performance will include 
both the efficiencies and inefficiencies of the period of time used in 

determining the standard. This is not to say that this cost structure should 

be ignored, but rather, that it should not be used as the sole basis for the 
establishment of standard production costs.
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consider factors such as waste# downtime, delays, worker fatigue or other
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similar inefficiencies. It is a foregone conclusion that no syBtem interacts 
perfectly and hence, will not work at optimum for any sustained length of time.

An attainable standard is an ideal or engineering standard which has been 
modified or adjusted for tolerable inefficiencies between man and equipment.
In other words, attainable standards represent a level of efficiency and 
effectiveness that can be attained over a sustained production period, if all 
factors of production are operating and interacting at a satisfactory level. 
For the case study mill the head sawyer used a stop watch to monitor downtime 
at the mill. Considering that the headsaw sets the productivity rate for the 
mill, the headsawyer was deemed the best person to monitor delays and 
downtime. Over the 20 shift investigation period, average shift delay and 
downtime amounted to 25 minutes per scheduled shift (540 minutes). Therefore, 
average percent downtime was 4.6% (25 t 540) and was deemed acceptable by mill 

management. Appendix I indicates the impact of downtime and delays on sawing 
cost for the case study mill.

For those with little or no experience in dealing with standard costs, the 
recommended starting point for the establishment of a standard cost control 
system is average historical values which subsequently, have been adjusted to 
reflect current operating conditions. That is, if historical costs for the 

period to be monitored do not reflect current operating costs then the cost 

elements that have increased should be taken into consideration when standards 
are set. By looking further back, say six months, the mill will reduce the 
variability of seasonal fluctuations and log quality on the operation of mill, 
but will still have values that reflect the current operation of the mill.
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The Advantages of a Standard Cost Control System

The establishment, of a standard cost control system has many and varied
applications when implemented properly and the information reaches the right 
people. Standards are useful aids to management in planning, process control, 
Performance evaluation, cost reduction projects, pricing studies, inventory 
control and other types of special studies conducted to assist management in 
the decision making process. Also, well designed and accepted standards 
enhance employee motivation because practical guidelines or bench marks for 
performance measurement are identified, communicated, and may be attained 
under efficient and effective operating conditions.

Development of Standard Costs

Simply, one utilizes all the experience at hand to both formulate and 
implement the standard cost system. Much of the initial data has already been 
developed for the case study mill, but initially mill management should view 
standard cost development as comprised of four steps:

1. Develop a physical standard production goal given the capacity of the mill.
2. Develop a standard bill of raw materials required to meet physical 

standards.

3. Develop both direct production labour and manufacturing overhead standards 
at a defined level of capacity.

4. Convert all manufacturing cost factors into a format that will culminate 
in a standard cost sheet.

The first three steps for the case study mill have already been 

determined. Now it is just a matter of summarizing the gathered information 
into production and cost standards.
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Physical Production Standards

Nominal lumber recovery 5.75 b.f./cu.ft.
Average log volume 10.6 cu.ft./log

Log processing rate 0.569 logs/toin.
(including delays and downtime)

Mill production level per month:

20 days/month x 540 min./day x 0.569 logs/min x 10.6 cu.ft./log x 5.75 
b.f./cu.ft. = 375 Mbf/month.

Standard Production Cost Elements at Standard Capacity - 375 Mbf/month

Total standard production 
labour cost/hour

Total standard production 
labour cost/Mbf

Total standard fixed cost/toonth

(1>$61,800
1,080 hrs. = $57.22/hr.

$57.22/hr. x 180 hrs/month
375 Mbf/month = $27.47/Mbf

(2)$86,265
6 months = $14,378/month

Total standard fixed cost/Mbf £l4.f 378 = 38.34/Mbf375 Mbf

Standard Cost Sheet:

Product-mix: Hard maple R/L Lumber, Timbers and Ties
Basis for cost sheet: One unit - Mbf of lumber

/continued 1

(1) $61,800 taken from 6 month cost breakdown, 1080 hrs is the number of
hours worked over the six month period (120 days x 9 hrs/day).
$86,265 is the total fixed cost for the previous six month period.( 2 )
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Standard
Quantify

Standard
Price

Standard
Cost/Mbf

173.9 cu.ft.
4.9 m3

$0.95 cu.ft. 
33.85/m3 $165.87

Labour

(1 2 ̂ Standard 
Hours

Standard 
Hourly Rate

Standard
Cost/Mbf

.48 57.22 $ 27.47

Fixed Manufacturing Cost

Total Standard Fixed Cost/Unit $ 38.34/Mbf
Total Standard Manufacturing Cost $231.68/Mbf

How to Apply and Interpret Standard Production & Cost Fluctuations

Standardized production costs allow for the determination of differences 
between desired and actual costs, much like that of a budget, but both 
physically and in terms of value. To both illustrate variance (differences 
between actual and desired costs) methodology and interpretation of related 
variances the case study will be continued. However, before continuing the 
case study, there are three simple equations that should be introduced and 
described.

(1) Standard quantity is derived from the average recovery (e.g.) if lumber 
recovery is 5.75 b.f./cu.ft., then 1000 bf of lumber will require 3775- 
= 173.9 cu.ft. of raw material. There are 35.31 cu.ft. of wood/m3 of
wood, therefore, 173-9 = 4.9 m3.35.31

(2) Standard hours is calculated on the basis of average shift length and 
standard capacity. In one month the mill should produce 375 Mbf of 
lumber and the allotted number of hours worked would be 20 days x 9 
hrs./day = 180 hrs/month. Therefore, production labour should produce 
1000 bf of lumber every .48 hours (180 hrs * 375 Mbf).
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1. Price Variance ■ [ standard price - actual price -, x actual number of
per unit per unit units

2. Quantity Variance « [ standard quantity - actual quantify ] x standard
allowed used price per unit

3. Direct Labour Efficiency .standard hours - standard hours -, standard
Variance at Standard = l allowed used Jx labour rate

Output per hour

The three equations yield favourable and unfavourable variances in terms 
of dollars (not just production figures). It will be shown how these 
equations allow for the determination of reduced or excess costs at different 
points during the process - not just at the end of the process as is the case 
with most systems currently employed.

The case study will be presented by situation, each situation will 
indicate how to apply the equations and interpret the results.

Situation Is During the month of July, the mill purchased 2000 m3 (70,620
cu.ft.) of logs at an average price of $35.00/n>3 ($0.99/cu.f t. )

Raw Material Price Variance

Actual purchases at standard prices (2000 m3 x $33.85/m3) = $67,700 
Actual purchases at actual prices (2000 m3 x $35.00/m3) * $70,000 
Excess of total actual prices over standard prices ■ $ 2,300

Thus, when this resource is processed the cost will increase by $5.63/Mbf 
of lumber (4.9 m3/Mbf x $35.00/m3 = $171.50) Mbf not $165.87/Mbf as at 
standard - see standard cost sheet). If this is the only cost increase 
realized through the process, the final cost variance can be attributed solely 
to the increased resource cost.

Situation 2: A total of 1912.0 m3 (67,513 cu.ft.) of raw material was
processed by the mill producing 380 Mbf for the month of July. 
Of this quantity of raw material 1862 m3 (65,747 cu.ft.) was 
transferred from the mill yard to the mill by standard material 
allowance, i.e., what was to be used given the production level 
of 380 Mbf; the remainder, 50 m3 (1,765.5 cu.ft.) was used as 
excess material.
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Raw Material Quantity Variance

Standard quantity allowed at standard prices
(1862 m1 * 3 x $33.85/m3) - $63,028

Actual quantity used at standard prices
(1912.0 m3 x 33.85/m3) * $64,721

Excess of quantity used at the standard price = $1,693

The raw material quantity variance is unfavourable suggesting that lumber
recovery has dropped by some 2.7 percent, hence increasing the required raw

• 3 3material use per Mbf to 5.0 m from 4.9 m . The variance has identified
and quantified both the physical and cost aspects of a reduced recovery
level. Now that the reduced recovery has been identified, the reason(s)
behind the decrease should be found, which is why standards have been
established in the first place.

Situation 3. During July, a total of 180 direct labour hours were spent
producing 380 Mbf of lumber. The actual number of labour hours 
used agrees with the standard, which is probable given that 
sawmill scheduled hours rarely fluctuate. The actual payroll 
for direct labour totalled $10,300 for the month.

Direct Labour Efficiency Variance for Production of the Standard Output (375 
M b f ) ' -------

Standard hours allowed at the standard rate
(180 hrs x $57.22 hr) = $10,300

1 Actual hours used at the standard rate
(190.4 hrs x 57.22/hr) = $10,895

Reduction in labour used at standard price = $ 595

The direct labour efficiency variance results indicate an increase in 
processing rate occurred over the month. However, as observed earlier 

recovery was sacrificed for the increase in production. At standard 

production costs, the savings due to increased productivity ($595), does not 
out-weigh the dollar value loss due to decreased recovery ($1,693) registered

1 It should have taken the mill 190.4 hours to produce the 380 Mbf 180 + (5
Mbf t 0.48 Mbf/hr), however, the mill produced 5 Mbf more in the allotted 
180 hours. Therefore the labour efficiency increased by 1.3 percent
saving the company $595 at standard costs via extra productivity.
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in situation 2. Hence, the mill does not have to look further for the reason 
behind the unfavourable quantity variance in situation 2, it was caused by 
increased productivity at the expense of recovery. Another reason for the 
decreased recovery could stem from smaller logs than average were processed 
during the month. The average volume per log processed over the month should 
be calculated from the gathered log input information and compared against the 
previously established physical production figures. If the log input 
information does not indicate a smaller volume per log, then the mill should 
make changes in the processing technique of the mill to emphasize recovery, as 
it is more important to profitability than productivity.

Situation 4: Fixed manufactured costs over the month totalled $14,378.

Fixed Manufacturing Cost Variance
Standard production at standard cost

(375 Mbf x $38.34) = $14,378
Actual production at standard cost

(380 Mbf x $38.34) = $14,569
Savings attributed to increased production at standard costs = $ 191

The increase in productivity lowered the cost per unit of output, thereby 
generating a favourable manufacturing cost overhead.

Note that the additive favourability of both direct labour efficiency and 
fixed manufacturing cost ($595 + $191) still did not compensate for the cost 
variance associated with the decrease in lumber recovery ($1,693).

Equally important to mill profitability as productivity and recovery is 
the value of the product yield. Thus the mill manager requires a standard 
measure of product value and a correlating variance. The price variance 

equation was chosen as the appropriate tool for monitoring product value. As 
recorded in the physical production section, the average value was
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$286.25/Mbf. This pricing structure is not to change over the year, but 
rather the graded lumber prices are to be monitored and the corresponding 
standard price applied.

Situation 5: After confirmation from the lumber grader's notes for July, the
average lumber value at standard was $270/Mbf. That is, less 
higher value grade random length lumber was recovered than 
anticipated.

Product Price Variance

Expected standard price of lumber (380 Mbf x $286.25) = $108,775
Attained standard price of lumber (380 Mbf x $270.00) = $102,600
Loss in product value at standard prices = 6,175

This last variance measure augments the earlier described raw material 
quantity variance (used to measure recovery), but it more fully monitors the 
quality of the recovery in terms of end-products. Capacity utilization and 
productivity gains have for a long time been tested as the road to 
profitablity, when better resource utilization and the production of the 
highest value product-mix can have an equal or greater effect on mill 

profitability. A variability measure of this last type not only allows the 
mill to monitor end-product value, but also indicates the affect of a change 
in resource quality.

Break-Even Analysis

So far controlling the controllable has been stressed. But what about the 
uncontrollable the market forces. The two market forces of greatest concern 
to the sawmill manager are the market price of lumber and the market cost of 

logs. Change in either can have profound effects on the bottom line of any 
■ill (big or small). To ascertain this net effect of market forces on the 
mill requires that a tool be put in place that sufficiently gauges the impact 
of changing prices and costs. A simple but effective tool is called
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a break-even analysis. The break-even analysis determines the relationship 
between costs, revenues, and the production level of the mill. The following 
is a description of the usefulness of the breakeven analysis tool and again, 
the methodology although universal, is put in perspective using the case study 
mill.

The basis for the break-even analysis hinges on a simple formula. The 
formula is:

Sales = Log cost + other Variable costs + Fixed cost + Profit.
Because logs can account for up to 75 percent of the cost of producing 

lumber, log cost has again been separated from the other variable costs and 
left to stand alone. Log cost is also one of the two uncontrollable market 
forces and is best dealt within this manner.

Factors Required for a Break-even Analysis
Time frame - one shift
Production level - 18,750 b.f./shift

1 Average revenue/b.f. - $0.284/b.f. ($284/Mbf)
Average log cost/b.f. - $0.166/b.f. ($166/Mbf)
Average variable cost/shift - 950.83 "i 
Average fixed cost/shift - 719.88 J see page 3

Determining the Break-even Production Level

Sales = Log cost + Other Variable cost + Fixed cost + Profit (at the
break-even point profit equals zero).

Now it is just a matter of plugging in the values into the formula and
solving for X - the production level.

*0.284 X = $0.166 X + $950.83 + $718 8 8 + 0  
$0.118 X - $1669.71

X = 14,150 (b.f.)

1. Average revenue per b.f. also includes the selling price of residues 
expressed on a Mbf of lumber basis.

Current average market price of lumber $270.00/Mbf 
Current average market price of chips $ 14.00/Mbf
Total product value $284.00/Mbf

See Appendix E for calculation methodology.
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Thus, the mill must produce at least 14,150 b.f. per shift to cover all 
operating costs (including logs) at the current selling price of lumber. 
Proof :

Sales of 14,150 b.f. @ $0.284/b.f. $4,018.61
less: the cost of logs to produce 14,150 b.f.
less:
less:

150 b.f. § $0.166/b.f. - $2 ,348.90
other variable costs/shift = $ 950.83
fixed cost/shift = $ 718.88
Profit * $ 00. 00

This type of analysis is useful as long as the data it is based upon is 
accurate. The log cost and market lumber price is determined from the current 
market situation. The fixed and other variable costs are determined from the 
previously developed internal cost records.

Determining Operating Profit at any Point in Time

The actual profit for the case study mill producing 18,750 b.f./shift 
would be as follows:

[18,750 b.f. - 14,150 b.f.] x $0.118/b.f. - $543/shift.
The $0.118/b.f. is actually the difference between the sales value of 

lumber and the costs of logs to produce the remaining potential 4,600 b.f. of 
lumber; since all other costs including logs were covered by 14,150 b.f.

Determining the Break-even Product Price

Often large fluctuations in product price changes can occur from one day 
to the next. A useful piece of information for the mill manager is the break
even price at a given production level and cost. The mill manager using the 
break-even formula can determine this price quickly and easily. Por the case 
study mill the formula would result in the following where X equals the 
product price.

18.750 X b.f. « $0,166 (18750 b.f.) + $950.83 + $718.88 + $0
18.750 X b.f. - $3122.50 + 950.83 + $718.88
18.750 X b.f. * $4782.21

X - $0.255/b.f. or $255/Mbf.
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Therefore, the total product price (lumber & chips would have to decrease to 
$255/Mbf before the mill would only break-even at 18,75 b.f./shift. Such 
information gives the mill manager an indication of when he should consider 
shutting down or stock piling his production.

Determining the Break-even Log Cost

Often mills must bid on logs to augment their resource supply
requirements. Having the ability to determine what one can afford to pay for
logs at any given point in time is critical, if the mill is to be profitable.
For the case study mill the calculation required to determine the break-even
log cost (X) for a given production level and product price is:
$0,284 (18,750 b.f.) = X (18,750 b.f.) + $950.83 + $718.88 + $0 

$5,325 = 18,750 X b.f. + $1669.71 
$3,655.29 = 18,750 X b.f.

$0.195/b.f. = X

Therefore, the mill can afford to pay $195/Mbf of lumber for logs at a 
production level of 18,750 b.f./shift and an average lumber value of 

$284/Mbf. Given that the mill's recovery is 1000 b.f. of lumber for every 4.9 
m of log, it can be shown that the mill can afford to pay $33.80/nr of 
resource ($195 i 4.9) and still break-even.

The ease of application and the usefulness of the break-even analysis 
technique as a decision-making tool should by now be apparent. However, the 
greatest advantage of the break-even analysis approach is that profitability 
under different operating conditions can be determined both quickly and easily 
prior to sawing as opposed to determining profitability as a result of sawing.
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CONCLUSION

The ultimate test of the success of a sawmill business is its ability to 
meet changing conditions and continue to stay in business and improve its 
performance. The big problem is that costs of production continue to rise 
while revenue may or may not rise enough to cover these additional costs, 
therefore the tendency for all business is to increase its non-productive 

expense - the sawmill industry is no exception. If unchecked, this tendency 
can reach the point where competitiveness is impaired.

Since net profits are the difference between income and expense, it is not 
only important to increase revenues, but also to decrease the cost of doing 
business and to do smarter business.

This publication has addressed the above. Any attempt to consistently 
follow the methology and use the tools presented here will serve the 
betterment of any sawmill enterprise. The three key advantages of using the 
system are:

1. it can answer most production and cost related questions;
2. it can be a tremendous aid to decision making; and
3. it contributes towards increases in working capital and equity over time 

and thus, places the mill in a position to consider investment in 
expansion of the business.
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APPENDIX I
The Impact of Delays and Downtime on Sawing Cost 
Parameters:

Shift Production Capacity - 18,750 b.f. g a 5% delay and downtime allowance
Sawing Cost/Shift $ 718.88 fixed cost

950.00 variable cost (excluding logs) 
$1,669.71

therefore, the sawing cost/Mbf of lumber for a 5% delay and downtime allowance is:
$1,669.71 = 89.05/Mbf 
18.75 Mbf

Table Summary of the Impact of Delay and Downtime on Mill Sawing Cost
Percent Downtime Shift Production 

b.f.
Sawing Cos 

per Mbf
0% 19,737 b.f. $ 84.605%* 18,750 b.f. $ 89.0510% 17,763 b.f. $ 94.0015% 16,776 b.f. $ 99.5320% 15,789 b.f. $105.7525% 14,802 b.f. $112.80

*the mill's current situation
These cost and production figures are from the case study mill. Any mill

can be similarly analysed once operating costs and production capacity have 
been determined. In all cases the sawing cost/Mbf will increase as delay and 

downtime increase. From page 3 we know that for every minute of delay or 

downtime, it costs the mill $3.09 ($1.33 + $1.76), hence 5 minutes of delay or 

downtime will cost the mill $15.45 or the probable profit margin on Mbf of 
lumber.

Excessive downtime is costly, but can be avoided by having a properly 
stocked parts inventory and keeping workers informed of the consequences of 
extended coffee-breaks and sloppy work habits. Literature suggests that 
acceptable delays and downtime (on average) should amount to 5% of the total 

working time of the mill. This is a goal all mills should strive for.
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APPENDIX II

Contribution of Residues to Total Product Value

The break-even analysis formula requires all products to be expressed on a 
board foot lumber basis. This poses a problem when residues are sold by the 
cu.ft. or ton. A quick conversion factor for such use can often be obtained 
from the previous year-end sales report. To illustrate using the case study 
mill» last year the mill sold 4,360 Mbf of lumber and 1,345 dry metric tonnes 
of chips. The mill did not sell any other residue besides chips. Therefore, 

assuming the inventories of lumber and chips is proportional, then the ratio
of chips to lumber sold should yield a close approximation of tonnes of 
chip/Mbf of lumber.

1,345 dry metric tonnes of chips 
4,360 Mbf of lumber .31 tonnes of chips/Mbf of lumber

Then by applying the current price of chips the contribution of chips to 
total product price is determined.

0.31 tonnes of chips x $45.qq_____
Mbf of lumber tonne of chips

$13.95/Mbf of lumber 
or

$0.014/b.f. of lumber

t


